DEAR SPORTSFREUNDE,

we hope to see you for our GBA Badminton Tournament this Saturday and enjoy a good time together. We are confident and would like to share the details with you to ensure a fun and smooth sports event!

STARTS AT 10 AM:
- please be in time, ideally you arrive before 9:45 AM
- if you have your own racket - bring it! (But no need to bring your own shuttlecocks)

FOR ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO ENJOY COLD DRINKS AND FOOD AFTER THE TOURNAMENT WE WILL HAVE SOME REFRESHMENTS RIGHT AWAY ON SITE!

See you on Saturday,
YOUR GBA TEAM
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COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES

The GBA will always follow governmental regulations including any restrictions due to recent CoVid-19 developments. Please check your emails before leaving to the tournament as decisions might need to be taken on short notice.

However, we are hopeful that the tournament can take place as planned. As precautionary measures we kindly ask you to understand that we will need to note down every participant's and spectator's full name and telephone number and will do a body temperature check at the entrance.

We appreciate your full cooperation in these unprecedented times.